Quartz crystal microbalance biosensor study of endothelial cells and their extracellular matrix following cell removal: Evidence for transient cellular stress and viscoelastic changes during detachment and the elastic behavior of the pure matrix.
A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) cell biosensor utilizing living endothelial cells (ECs) or human breast cancer cells (MCF-7) adhering to the gold QCM surface was used to study the relative contributions of the cells and their underlying extracellular matrix (ECM) to the measured QCM Deltaf and DeltaR shifts. The ECM represents a natural biomaterial that is synthesized by the cells to enable their attachment to surfaces. We followed the detachment of the ECs or MCF-7 cells from their ECM using a nonproteolytic method and were able to apportion the total frequency, Deltaf, decrease of the biosensor into contributions from cell attachment and from the intact underlying ECM. We also demonstrated that the Deltaf shift remaining after EC removal corresponds to ECM as determined by light microscopic visualization of the stained protein. During the process of cell detachment, we observed a novel transient increase in viscoelastic behavior expressed as a transient increase in the motional resistance, DeltaR, parameter. Then we showed via a simulation experiment using ECs stained with fluorescent rhodamine-labeled phalloidin, an actin stain, that the transient viscoelastic increase correlated with cellular stress exhibited by the cells during removal with ethylene glycol bis(2-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N',N'- tetraacetic acid. Prior to cells lifting from their ECM, the attached ECs rearrange their actin microfilaments first into peripheral stress fibers and second into internal aggregates, to maintain cell-cell connectivity, retain their spread morphology, and attempt to adhere more tightly to their underlying ECM. The decrease in DeltaR following its transient rise corresponds to cells finally losing their attachment focal points and lifting from the ECM. We also characterized the normalized f shifts, -Delta(Deltaf)(ECM)/attached cell and -Delta(Deltaf)(cells)/attached cell, as a function of varying the number of adherent cells. Finally, we demonstrate that the underlying native ECM biomaterial, from which all cells have been removed, does not exhibit any significant level of energy dissipation, in contrast to the cells when they are attached to the ECM.